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ABSTRACf 

The modem organization of residential areas and the introduction of new electronic 
switching systems may suggest as convenient the use of remote sw itching stages to 
serve subscribers of a large area. To solve this problem a special decentralized stage 
has been developed operating as a line connector and . upon adequate transformation. 
as a switching satellite. The performance of this line connector has been analyzed 
through analytical methods and simulation models on an electronic computer. Our 
investigation has also involved a switching network consisting of a main exchange, 
to which subscribers can be connected directly or through satellites. On the basis of 
economic considerations. the optimum distances for the use of the line connector and 
switching satellite have been calculated. Finally, after some considerations on the 
introduction of exchanges called "satellite connectors", an overall look has been 
taken of the main organization of future foreseeable switching networks. This orgal!.! 
zation, as already said, would also envisage the introduction of a network of tandem 
exchanges to handle through and overflow traffic developing in the area served by 
this network (district. department. regional areas. and so on). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the tnost unpleasant and difficult probletns for the 
telephone network and exchange planner is the alternative 
decision that he is continually having to take on whether to 
extend the existing plants or plan new ones. This is sub
stantially due to two tnain factors. 

The first factor is the developtnent of new residential cen 
tres and the preservation and/or transfortnation of the 
existing ones for their tnutual cotnpatibility and integra
tion. After the wild and often uncontrolled building develo,E 
tnent round the old industrial and trading centres, we re.! 
lize tnore and tnore urgently the need of reducing the har~ 
ful consequences on a dangerous change of the environtnent 
sotnetitnes beyond its natural saturation litnits, and the 
necessity of attaining a tnore hotnogeneous and unifortn 
distribution of production centres, in order to achieve a 
better environtnent frotn a healthy, social and econotnic 
standpoint. 

This will call, however, for a different and better pro
gratntned selection of building sites, and as a consequence 
telephone networks will have to be sooner or later adequ.! 
tely transfortned. 

This point has to be continually borne in tnind by the tel~ 
phone planner. In the lack of accurate building plans (the 
existing ones being frequently unreliable) he tnust act ac
cording to a flexible policy, avoiding, above all, long tertn 
investtnents innetworks or exchanges whose structuretna..y 
not be easily adaptable to new, often unforseeable conditions. 

The second factor to be borne in tnind is the rapid evolu
tion of technology which foreshadows the cOtning econotnic 
convenience of new network structures and systetn philos£ 
phies. Therefore account tnust be taken of the possible ex
ploitation tnodes fo;r the lifetitne of systetns now being in
stalled which are subject to a high technological obsole

scence rate. 

There are three technological aspects which seetn to tnai~ 
ly influence the possible future network structures and 
systetn philosophies, natnely: 
- developtnent in tnicroelectronics, particularly in the 
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field of LSI circuits and of tnetnories 
- introduction of digital techniques in switching and tran

stnission systetns 
- introduction of processors for control and check pur

poses as well as for switching. 

This evolution \\Ould suggest as convenient the introduction 
of digital techniques for high usage links whereas this does 
not seetn to be beneficial for low usage links such as sub
scribers' lines. For these reasons the introduction into a 
network of stnall decentralized exchanges for collecting 
subscribers' lines seetns foreseeable. These retnote ex
changes can in the tneanwhile serve for the concentration 
of subscribers' lines into groups and for their subsequent 
expansion at the exchange to the single subscriber de
vice ' . Such exchanges are thus called "line connectors" 
[2], [11] ~ [12] . Another function could be that of decentrC!! 
ized switching of subscribers' lines, thus elitninating sub
scribers' devices at the tnain exchange and consequently 
the expansion stage to thetn. In the latter case these stnall 
exchanges are called" switching satellites". These reasons 
have led CSELT to study and develop a line connector, 
which is now being transfortned into a switching satellite. 

2. CSELT LINE CONNECTOR 

The line connector [4], (5] planned by CSELT can serve 50 
subscribers using 9 (up to 12) conversation lines and a 
service link. It has a high flexibility of use as it can be 
connected without any tnodification to any kind of exchange, 
and requires only to be c.onnected to.! and £ wires of the 
distribution fratne without any additional connection to su£ 
scribers' devices. The line connector is a sernielectronic 
systetn using high speed relays for a space division switc,!! 
ing network and a titne division logic control. 

The cotntnon electronic devices are arranged according to 
the correlated cycles principle (CSELT patent), enabling 
both line connector units (retnote and tnaster) to control 
each other on the grounds of a continuous cotnparison of 
the condition of respective connection networks and to cOE 
rect thetnselves in case of dissytnetries [6], [8], [9]. Both 
units are equipped with counting chains allotting different 
titne slots to each subscriber, to each link and to each 
criterion. Consequently both units operate in cyclical re
current sequences. Each decision taken by a unit is tran~ 
tnitted to the other one, which reads it on the grounds of 
the relative titne slot and is then able to accotnplish the 
operation requested. An itnportant operation requires, to 
be accepted, a relevant . signal cyclically repeated. Thus 
the possible presence of a noise is unlikely to be consideE 
ed as an operation signal (correlated cycles principle). 

The retnote unit has a tninitnutn size and is supplied by the 

tnain exchange through the service link. Said features, its 
low cost, its high reliability (proved by a long period of 
trial service) and its easy tnaintenance (due to easy fault 
detection and failed parts replacetnent) tnake the line con
nector suitable for solving probletns of tetnporary network 
inadequacy. To obtain a unit to be used pertnanently we are 



now planning, following the same principle, a 100 - suE. 
scriber switching satellite. It will be realized by coupling 
two 50 - subscriber remote units (of the line connector) 
with the exchange, through two distinct trunk groups and 
two service links. To avoid that the random choice of a 
line outgoing from the exchange may seize a trunk not a
vailable for the desired subscriber, we have also adopted 
an ESK-relays switching matrix with full availability be
tween the two trunk groups towards the remote units and 
the exchange units. 

3. LINE CONNECTOR PERFORMANCES 

To study the line connector application field, a simulation 
model on computer was developed taking account of diffe.!. 
ent parameters, namely: 

Traffic parameters: we as sumed that bidirectional traffic 
offered to subscribers is of pure random type with a lim~ 
ednumber of sources and that holding times satisfy an expo
nential law. It follows that traffic process is a Markovian 
process of first order, therefore it can be handled as a 
Markov chain of birth and death type. As regards traffic 
equalization some assumptions were made, i. e. incoming 
and outgoing traffic be equal, with or without internal 
traffic, thus holding two trunks. Internal traffic was as
sumed equal to 0%, 910, 1610, 2210 of the overall traffic. 
The total traffic values used were quoted for 100 subscriE. 
ers and lying between 3 and 10 erl. during the busy hour. 

Traffic handling modes: subscribers' traffic offered to the 
exchange was considered as a delay traffic without time re
straint, whereas that offered from the exchange to sub
scribers was regarded as a loss traffic; these values cor
responding to the characteristics of the line connector. 
The service mode of waiting subscribers follows a fixed 
priority criterion for each subscriber, whereas the assig!! 
ment of idle links is of sequential type with random start
ing. 

System parameters. System operation is of quasi-homog~ 
neous grading type with an availability K ranging from 5 to 
full. The number of links is 9 or 12. Model and simulation 
model parameters are described in attachment 1. 
Simulation results are summarized in the enclosed dia
grams 1 +3. They give the loss in function of bidirectional 
traffic offered to subscribers, as the availability and the 
per cent rate of internal traffic offered vary. 
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Diagram 4 illustrates the case of partial occupancy of the 
line connector as a function of connected subscribers. 
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In case of full availability and without internal traffic, an 
analytical model has been developed (see attachment 2). 
whose data coincide with those gained through simulation. 

4. SWITCHING SATELLITE DIMENSIONING 

The switching satellite consists of two 50-subscriber re
mote units; each unit is connected to a group of bidirectio!! 
al links (n l = 9 + 12) through a limited availability (K=5 +nl ~ 
At the exchange a full availability relay matrix establishes 
the incoming connection to the I(II)GS through adequate in
coming transducers and the outgoing connection to the last 
group selectors through adequate outgoing transducers. 

We considered a 1 % overall loss in both ways equally divi~ 
ed between the remote unit and the exchange matrix and 
between these and the adjacent switch devices. Under these 
assumptions and considering the traffic balanced in both 
ways, it follows that the number of incoming transducers 
is the same as that of outgoing transducers; let us assume 
this number as n2' On the basis of such assumptions we 
can regard the system as consisting of two cascaded links; 
therefore their dimensioning is carried out for different 
values A of bidirectional traffic and for hundreds 'of sub
scribers offered by adopting the modified Erlang formula, 
which enables to derive nl as a function of K, A/2 and E • 
(loss) = 0,005 as well as n2 as a function of A/2 and E = 
= 0,005 [141. For limit cases nl = 9, n l = 12 we obtained 
following values for n l , A, K, n2: 

nl =12; A;K 
jn2 

5. APPLICATION FIELD OF THE SWITCHING SATELLITE 

For sake of simplicity the area served by the main ex
change was assumed to have a uniform subscribers density 
D (subscribers/Km2 ) with a definite homogeneous traffic. 
Under this assumption. denoting by d the distance AO be
tween main exchange and barycentre of the circular area 
having a radius r = d/K served by the switching satellite 
and by the polar coordinates of switching saiellite sub
scribers with respect to AO, we derive the average sub
scribers distance X from the main exchange throughfollo~ 
ing integral: 

X 4 \a~~. sen ¥ 2 [2 2 2 2 ~ 
r = h J 0 V 1 - K sen e 3K cos e + (1 - K sen e)J d e 

This integral, calculated on an electronic computer by 
means of the Gaussian method, gives K~ K =.4., i.e. X~d 

r r 
for values of K ~ 1,5. 

Thereafter we determine the minimum value of d, whereby 
the switching satellite use proves convenient. In case of 
subscribers directly connected to the main exchange the 
cost Cl is expressed by 

where 

N = switching satellite capacity 

C r = loop cost/Km 

Cc = exchange equipment cost 

In case of subscribers connected via switching satellite to 
the main exchange the cost Cz is given by the relation: 

• 

• 
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• 

• 
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C
2 

= nC d + NC . 2 r + C . 
r r 3 s' 

where 

n circuits between remote unit and exchange 

Cs cost of switching satellite and of relative coupling 
devices to the exchange. 

Finally by equalizing Cl and C 2 we get the expression of 
the minimum useful distance do' 

3(N-n)v;J) N-n 

Hitherto we did not mention which costs were considered 
in the expression. In fact w~ had to take account of operat
ing costs, i. e. the yearly depreciation allowance, explo~ 
ation and maintenance yearly '.costs. Nevertheless it is 
rather difficult to estimate such operating costs, particula.!. 
ly as regards maintenance costs, since these depend chiei 
lyon strategic and logistic repair policy. Besides, said po..! 
icy will substantially differ from the present one bound by 
maintenance requirements of mainly electromechanical 
apparatus. 

We considered, therefore, investment costs, but assuming 
a relationship between these costs and the operating ones . 
Moreover, costs depend on subscriber specific traffic, as 
it determines the dimensioning relating to lines and equip' 
ment required for the various cases considered. Accord
ing to dimensioning criteria, described previously, we can 
draw a curve representing the minimum useful distance 
do in function of the various density D and for each A value 
of bidirectional traffic per 100 subscribers. Each curve of 
diagram 5 represents a value of the traffic considered. 

,. 
I . 

From this standpoint it is 
a Iso possible to draw sil!! 
ilar curves for the line 
connector, as shown in 
the same diagram. It is 
evident that for distances 
exceeding 2,5 Km, micr,£ 
phone overvoltage and al!! 
plification devices should 
be inserted in subscribers 
lines, thus reducing such 
profit limits. 

As regards the switching 
satellite, the minimum value do varies from about 1, 1 
Km for the case (D=10.000;A=5erl/lOO) to about 1,85Km 
for the case (D = 100; A= 10 erl/lOO). Consequently, since 
costs were estimated with large approximations, said va..! 
ues can be anyhow synthetized in a single value do = 1,5, 
thus falling within the assumption whereby 4 -... 1,5. It can 

r 
be noted that within 1,5 Km there are 700 subscribers as-
suming D = 100; 7000 subscribers being D = 1000. 

Designating by K 10.000 (K = 1 + 10) the capacity of the 
main exchange and restricting to 5 + 6 Km its radius, it 
follows that, being D = 100, the connected subscribers are 
about 10.000 (K = 1) and become 100.000 (K = 10) being 
D = 1000. Assuming D = 100 + 1000, the subscribers tobe 
suitably and directly connected to the exchange are about 
10'10 of the total capacity. On account of this small percen..! 
age, it is probably convenient, for sake of uniformity, to 
connect all subscribers to the exchange via switching sate..! 
lites. At present the radius of 5 + 6 Km could appear ex
cessive, but in future adopting multiexchange networks ha~ 

ing local PCM trunks (i. e.\ with equivalent o) and tandem 
exchanges with message and numerical TD switching, the 
same radius would seem convenient. 

This thesis is additionally supported by the fact that these 
main exchanges, being only provided with group selection 
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function could serve more economically a large r number 
of subscribers than present electromechanical exchanges. 

In case of higher density areas (D > 1000) if we want to r~ 
strict to 100.000 the main exchanges capacity, the radius 
of the area served varies from 5 to 1,8 Km (D = 1000 + 
+ 10.000) and the percentage of subscribers, whose dir~ct 
connection to the exchange would prove economical, varies 
from 10 % to 70%. In future, as a consequence of the en
vironment i.mprovement, high density areas should de
crease, anyhow they should mainly include special sub
scribers (business centres) originating a high traffic. 
Furthermore, facilities offered to these subscribers 
should differ substantially from those provided for normal 
subscribers (residential centres) and require installations 
of particular type. Accordingly, the use of switching sat
ellites, like the one described here, would probably not . 
prove suitable in this case, as the possible introduction of 
decentralized switching stages would require a particular 
study. 

CONCL US IONS 

We may now try to answer the questions posed in our in
troduction. 

For the reasons given there we stated that it is not bene
ficial at the moment to make large investments on a long 
term policy in plants such as networks and electromecha~ 
ical exchanges, which are not likely to be utilized for their 
whole lifetime. On the basis of considerations made on s~ 
ellite performance, we may suggest as a provisional sol~ 
tion a large use of switching satellites, provided they can 
be easily adapted in the future to electronic exchanges. 
As a matter of fact, according to considerations derived 
from the present state of technique, and from the future 
foreseeable development of technology, stages of Space DJ:. 
vision type towards subscribers seem beneficial; thu& such 
compatibility with future plants can be held at a reason
ably low risk. Therefore, as new exchanges are gradually 
introduced, a large number of plants could still be used. 

One could consider the benefit of inserting between main 
and satellite exchanges decentralized stages (called "sat
ellite connectors") to concentrate several switching satel
lites (e. g. 20 switching satellites per 2000 subscribers), 
connected in turn with PCM channels through a multiplex 
Time Division stage to the main (local or rural) exchange 
and possibly to the tandem exchange of the area involved 
[1]. The minimum useful distance for such connectors cC!:! 
culated. on the basis of actual cost seems to be excessive 
(10 + 13 Km). Yet it seems quite plausible that the develop' 
ment of techniques and technology may in future conside.!. 
ably reduce this cost, perhaps reducing such a distance to 
about 3 + 4 Km, so that a large use of these connectors in 
telephone networks of large local and regional areas would 
prove advantageous. However, their use is already indis
pensable for areas with low density or few subscribers,for 
which the use of a main exchange is not economical and, 
additionally, because of their distance from another main 
exchange to which they may be connected, the use of switc,t 
ing satellites is not convenient, nor even possible. 

From what has already been said, it can be seen that the 
future organization of a large subscribers area will make 
use of: 
- decentralized switching stages, as "switching satellites" 

and 11 satellites connectors" 
- main exchanges, for connections within a local or rural 

area 
- tandem exchanges, for overflow and through traffic car

ried in areas, such as district, department, regional, 
national and so on areas. 

The global optimization of such a network proves to be pal: 



ticularly complex and difficult: this depends above all on 
the more and more extended area to be considered and on 
the different area features (density, traffic and subscrib
ers facilitiefl). Practical reasons will probably suggest to 
optimize first every subarea (this is the aim of the present 
study) and then the connection network of different subareas 
among them, once the technical progres s will have better 
outlined the final philosophy and structure of such a net
work for different area levels. 
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ATT ACHMENT 1 - Simulation model 

The simulation model adopted [7], [10], [13] was describ
ed in par. 3 and it corre sponds to the functional features 
of CSELT line connector, illustrated in par. 2, that is to 
say: outgoing traffic with unlimited delay and incoming 
traffic with loss. 

The system state was characterized by the following ran
dom variables: number i of free sources and number j of 
seized trunks, therefore birth and death probqbilities are 

, 'lb ' ' b' Ah glven respective y yAi =A·l, /lj = wJ, elnga =- t e 
bidirectional traffic offered per free source. Acctrdingly, 
for every random number extraction, birth and death pro
babilitie s are re spectivel y 

a· i 

i. a + j a. i+ j 

Instead of dividing the domain of pseudo-random numbers 
into parts proportional to P

B 
and P D , in order to avoid 

time variation of such subdivision, birth and death 
attempts events 

u·N 
P BA =---

aN+R 

R 
P DA =---

a·N+R 

(R = number of trunks; N = number of subscribers) were 

considered and such domain was divided between them. 
The present system state will then make real the attempts. 
In a given simulation section, the numbers of birth, death 
and total attempts are proportional according to constant 
K =.;., where t = real width of simulation section, T = 
= mean holding time (reference unit of times). .. 
The bidirectional traffic includes the internal traffic, 
which seizes two trunks. It has been considered either ou..!. 
going or incoming traffic, while death probability was lil!! 
ited to the trunk seized by incoming traffic. 

The call statistic processing offered the parameters rel
ative to system performance, i. e. offered and carried 
traffic, loss probability (incoming traffic) and delay pro~ 
ability (outgoing traffic). The determination of other par!: 
meters, such as mean waiting time, mean queue len.gth, 
delays and occupancy distributions and so on, requires 
the determination, on the other hand, of seized trunks 
number and of waiting calls, in time instants not ·correla...! 
ed to system state. Therefore such samplings were pilot
ed by death attempts (every 10). The statistic accuracy of 
the results obtained was .determined by subdividing the 
simulation into blocks, characterized by a constant num-

• 

• 

• 

• 
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ber of death attempts (every 10.000 death attempts). The 
data . supplied by each block represent a statistic sample 
of the system performance and enable to der ive the diffe,E 
ent traffic parcels and the different probabilities and 
distributions. Such subdivision into blocks allows to cal
culate the variance of the different random variables, 
considered normally distributed. Thus,known statistic 
models were used for the interval evaluation of different 
parameters: 95'70 confidence level (see diagram 7 of 
Attachment 2). 

The system evaluation as a function of offered traffic, its 
distribution between global and internal traffic, number 
of connected subscribers, grading adopted and availability 
was carried out by considering parameter BC' Such"B. pa
rameter represents the percentage of incoming lost calls 
and corresponds to the percentage of outgoing waiting 
calls. Other parameters could have been considered, 
such as B 1 = global loss probability; B2 = global loss or 
delay probability; B3 = loss probability of internal and i!! 
coming traffic; BD = loss probability of internal traffic. 

Diagram 6 shows that 
such parameters, for B = 
= 0,005 value correspond 
to different values of of-

.O! ..... EO.O~3~O.~~o.E,,~o~ ... !O~.0'I~O. b~" §,~ ... ~.~ ..... 

fered traffic. From what 
has al:ready been said, it 
will be seen that the tr~ 
fic value for BC = 0,005 
is an intermediate one 
between corresponding 
values of Bland B 2 : 
therefore it can be consi!i 
ered as a significant pra£ 
tical value. 

ATTACHMENT 2 - Analytical model 

Because of the particular structure qf our line connector, 
an analytical study of its performance would be complex; 
yet if we neglect features such as: 

I - Limited availability 
II - Existence of internal traffic 

computation can be carried out accurately. 

The analytical method is then characterized by following 
assumptions: 

1) outgoing offered traffic is handled with the lost call 
method 

2) incoming offered traffic is handled with the delay call 
method, unlimited queuing 

3) limited sources number 

4) full availabHity. 

In this model each subscriber can be regarded as a source 
of two traffic types, being loss and delay traffic respecti
vely, i. e. traffic to a subscriber is considered as origin
ated by the same. Thus, system performance is repro
duced as a birth and death process with following coeffi
cients: 

where 

A i = (A R + A C) • (N - i) 

.\ i = .\ R • (N - i) 

Il i = R'1l 

i<R 

i<R 
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= sy stem state 

AR = birth coefficient per free source (outgoin g traffic) 

A C = birth coefficient per free source (incoming traffic) 

Il = death coefficient R = channels number 

N = subscribers number. 

Compared with the usual model [14] of a birth and death 
process with limited sources number M/M/R/N, the esse~ 
tial difference lies in the structure of birth coefficients diffe,E 
ing for i < Rand i > R. In fact when i > R the incoming traffic 
gets lost, whereby the relative birth coeffi cient A C is 
equal to O. Bearing in mind the assumptions made above, 
we get for the state probabilities following relations: 

given· 

AR 
a R 

Il 

AC 
a 

c 
Il 

R 
p ---

a R 

N! a,R 

(N - i)! R! 

(R-i) 
p 

i ~ R 

~ R 

N L (N) i! p(R-i) 

i=R+l i 

outgoing traffic per free source 

incoming traffic per free source 

reciprocal of the efficiency for out
going traffic 

a =a R +a
C 

overall traffic per ree source 

Through the state probabilities we obtain the relations of 
basic parameters characterizing the grade of service of 
this system. In this way we can get the expressions of 
time congestion S and call congestion B as a function of 
the well- known Erlang and Engset formulas. Neglecting, 
for simplicity, the rather complex mathematical steps, 
we get: 

A) Time congestion 

S ~ 
i = R 

R BN_R(P) l+a(l-ER_l(a,N)) 
+-

N a E R _l (a, N) 

B) Call congestion 

B 
N 
~ AK (R) P K 
K = 0 



--------------------------------------

a ER -1 (a, N) 

Comparing Sand B we realize that the change from one 
expression to the other requires the replacement N = N-l 
only. The results obtained show that the expressions of B 
for the incoming and outgoing traffic are equal, i. e. the 
loss and delay probabilities are equal. This fact can sup
port the choice of BC (loss of incoming traffic) as the sole 
parameter. The overall traffic offered is additionally 
given by 

a =_a_.1 N (l - S) + Sp [1 - BN_R{P)l} 
N i+a [I-ER_l{a,N)l 

Similar expressions can be used to determine the carried 
traffic, the mean waiting time, mean queue length and so 
on. 

t:+:::j::I=+:ttJJJ~rH=+~ '':'~.:::.:,:..,-
t-++-t-+-~J"+-+--t-t. WM/IIM ..... n 

t-++-H7,~71I~Pl-t-+-+-+! ~~:n. ::':'.::-" 
10.3 ~J S WM/J. '-'0 

lllmuladoa r..w(1c 

0. 060.010. O. cnO.0I0.0I,,,.1~ 
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Diagram 7 shows a com
parison between the re
sults obtained by this 
process and those gained 
by simulation and other 
usual traffic models. It 
is evident that the results 
obtained by this model 
are close to the ones ob
tained by simulation. 
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